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Maggie Slater
40 Barron Falls Rd, 
Kuranda, QLD, 4881, 
Australia

Maggie Slater Single 
Recording and Community 
Outreach

The project consists of three sub-projects:
1. performance at the Tanks Art Centre, Cairns
2. recording of a single at Mountain Kauri Studio on the Atherton Tablelands
3. a series of songwriting/industry insight for youth/emerging songwriters across the 
Atherton Tablelands/Cairns.
The project generates both long-term and short-term economic and social benefits and 
opportunities for artworkers in rural/regional areas, through employment and the 
personal development/up-skilling of emerging rural and regional artists.

$1,560.00

Toshandai Fejo
East Innisfail, QLD, 4860, 
Australia

Bulurru Yibi Art (Dreamtime 
Woman Art)

This project preserves oral MAMU Aboriginal history visually using traditional symbolism. 
The works will be accompanied with a certificate that tells each story with as much 
accuracy and detail as possible for future generations to understand the locations and the 
significance of the stories. The process of documentation to preserve the indigenous 
cultural history in as many ways as possible is important for future generations. We are a 
global society now so through the digitizing of works, It creates online access to stories 
for the MAMU people.

$3,000.00

James Slade
Mackay, QLD, 4740, 
Australia

Rhythm & The Reef - Music & 
Arts Festival

Rhythm & The Reef is an accessible, large scale music, arts and action sports festival 
bringing big city entertainment to regional Queensland. Returning for its second 
instalment, R&TR is the climax of the famous Rumble on the Reef Skate/Wake/Kite-foiling 
championships. The festival is designed to enhance regional tourism, social cohesion and 
drive awareness of the negative impact of marine debris on our local ecosystems. The 
event features premier musicians, bands, involve over 50+ small businesses and a "green 
arts" program that will feature reef-themed art displays made from plastic debris found 
on NQ beaches and other eco-sustainable products.

$3,000.00

Rosalie Shire Historical Society
Goombungee, QLD, 
4354, Australia

Goombungee Jacaranda Day 
Festival Street Art 
Entertainment

The annual Goombungee Jacaranda Day celebrates local historical features and 
community activities under the blooming canopy of the jacaranda-lined main street of 
Goombungee. The 2022 festival themes highlight the centenary of the local branch of the 
CWA, and the 125th anniversary of the licensing of the Pioneer Arms Hotel. Two 
proposed original solo street performances: 'Songs from 100 Years of the CWA' and 'Pub-
songs and Pioneer Poetry' will bring focus to these themes. A chalk artist will produce live 
street art on the theme, 'Caring for Goombungee' complementing a community 
exhibition of art works hanging from the trees.

$4,150.00
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